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n Exploring the allowed sequence space of a membrane
protein. Juan Wen, Xing Chen and James U Bowie. Nature
Struct. Biol. 3, 141–148.
The authors find that the E. coli membrane protein
diacylglycerol kinase is extremely tolerant to sequence
changes, with three-quarters of the residues tolerating non-
conservative changes. It is remarkable that a unique structure
of the membrane-embedded portion of the protein can be
encoded by a sequence that is so tolerant to substitution.
1 February 1996. Nature Structural Biology.
n Molecular recognition in the bovine immunodeficiency
virus Tat peptide–TAR RNA complex. Xiaomei Ye, R Ajay
Kumar and Dinshaw J Patel. Chem. Biol. 2, 827–840.
The 17-mer Tat peptide recognition domain folds into a b-
hairpin and penetrates in an edge-on orientation deep into a
widened major groove of the 28-mer TAR RNA recognition
domain in the complex. The authors identify a new structural
motif for protein–RNA  recognition, a b-hairpin peptide that
interacts with the RNA major groove. These results should
facilitate the design of inhibitors that can disrupt HIV
TAT–TAR association.
December 1995. Chemistry & Biology.
n Core packing defects in an engineered Cro monomer
corrected by combinatorial mutagenesis. AKMM Mollah,
Michael A Aleman, Ronald A Albright and Michael C
Mossing. Biochemistry 35, 743–748.
The structural information provided in the accompanying
paper [Albright et al. 1996 Biochemistry 35, 735–742] has guided
the construction, described here, of a second generation of
monomeric Cro proteins by combinatorial mutagenesis of
selected core and C-terminal residues. It identifies alternative
arrangements of hydrophobic core residues which result in
substantial increases in thermal stability.
January 1996. Biochemistry.
n Design of a monomeric 23-residue polypeptide with
defined tertiary structure. Mary D Struthers, Richard P
Cheng and Barbara Imperiali. Science 271, 342–345.
In this paper it is shown that the bba architecture of zinc
fingers can be reproduced in a 23-residue polypeptide in the
absence of metal ions. A key feature of the final design is the
incorporation of a type II′ b turn to aid in b-hairpin formation.
The availability of this structural template has implications for
the development of functional polypeptides.
19 January 1996. Science.
n Thermodynamic cycles as probes of structure in
unfolded proteins. William A McGee, Frederico I Rosell,
John R Liggins, Sofia Rodriguez-Ghidarpour, Yaoguang
Luo, Jie Chen, Gary D Brayer, A Grant Mauk and Barry T
Nall. Biochemistry 35, 1995–2007.
The relationship between structure and stability has been
investigated for the folded forms and the unfolded forms of
iso-2 cytochrome c and a variant protein with a stability-
enhancing mutation, N521 iso-2. Differential scanning
calorimetry has been used to measure the reversible unfolding
transitions for the proteins in both heme oxidation states.
Reduction potentials have been measured as a function of
temperature for the folded forms of the proteins. The
combination of measurements of thermal stability and
reduction potential gives three sides of a thermodynamic cycle
and allows prediction of the reduction potential of the
thermally unfolded state. The free energies of electron binding
for the thermally unfolded proteins differ from those expected
for a fully unfolded protein suggesting that residual structure
modulates the reduction potential. However, there is no clear
explanation of oxidation state or mutation-induced differences
in stability of the proteins in terms of observed changes in
structure and mobility of the folded forms of the proteins
alone.
13 February 1996. Biochemistry.
n Protein folding in the central cavity of the GroEL–GroES
chaperonin complex. Mark Mayhew, Ana CR da Silva,
Jörg Martin, Hediye Erdjument-Bromage, Paul Tempst and
F Ulrich Hartl. Nature 379, 420–426.
The chaperonin GroEL is able to mediate protein folding in its
central cavity. GroEL-bound dihydrofolate reductase assumes
its native conformation when the GroES cofactor caps one end
of the GroEL cylinder, thereby discharging the unfolded
polypeptide into an enclosed cage. Folded dihydrofolate
reductase emerges upon ATP-dependent GroES release.
Other proteins, such as rhodanese, may leave GroEL after
having attained a conformation that is committed to fold.
Incompletely folded polypeptide rebinds to GroEL, resulting
in structural rearrangement for another folding trial in the
chaperonin cavity.
1 February 1996. Nature.
n Coupling protein design and in vitro selection
strategies: improving specificity and affinity of a
designed b-protein IL-6 antagonist. Franck Martin, Carlo
Toniatti, Anna Laura Salvati, Gennaro Ciliberto, Riccardo
Cortese and Maurizio Sollazzo. J. Mol. Biol. 255, 86–97.
The minibody is a designed small b-protein conceived to
enable the construction of large libraries of minimal
discontinuous epitopes displayed on the surface of filamentous
phage. The 61-residue molecule consists of three strands from
each of the two b-sheets of the variable domain of
immunoglobins packed face to face, along with the exposed
H1 and H2 hypervariable regions. The minibody exposes a
surface composed of two constrained loops, which provides the
possibility of improving IL-6 binding and specificity by
swapping the hypervariable regions, followed by further
selection. The authors established experimental conditions for
‘stringent’ selection such as monovalent phage display,
competitive selection and epitope masking. Here, they show
that by virtue of the optimization/selection process, they have
isolated a minibody with improved antagonistic potency and
greater specificity.
12 January 1996. Journal of Molecular Biology.
n Conserved residues and the mechanism of protein
folding. E Shakhnovich, V Abkevich and O Ptitsyn. Nature
379, 96–98.
Experimental and simulation studies show that small
monomeric proteins fold in one kinetic step, which entails
overcoming the free-energy barrier between the unfolded and
the native protein through a transition state. Two models of
transition state formation have been proposed: a ‘nonspecific’
one in which it depends on the formation of a sufficient
number of native-like contacts regardless of what amino acids
are involved, and a ‘specific’ one, in which it depends on
formation of a specific subset of the native structure (a folding
nucleus). The latter requires that some amino acids form most
of their contacts in the transition state, whereas others do so
only on reaching the native conformation. If so, mutations
affecting the stability of the transition state nucleus should
have a greater effect on the folding kinetics than mutations
elsewhere, and the residues involved should be evolutionarily
conserved. Here the authors present a method for determining
the folding nucleus of a protein with known structure with
two-state folding kinetics. This method is based on the
alignment of many sequences designed to fold into the native
conformation of a protein to identify the positions where amino
acids are most conserved. This method is applied to
chymotrypsin inhibitor 2 (C12) and the involvement of
residues in the folding nucleus of C12  clearly correlates with
their conservation in design.
4 January 1996. Nature.
n Folding proteins with a simple energy function and
extensive conformational searching. Kaizhi Yue and Ken
A Dill. Protein Sci. 5, 254–261.
The authors describe a computer algorithm for predicting the
three-dimensional structures of proteins using only their amino
acid sequences. The method differs from others in two ways:
(1) it uses very few energy parameters, representing
hydrophobic and polar interactions, and (2) it uses a new
‘constraint-based exhaustive’ searching method, which appears
to be among the fastest and most complete search methods yet
available for realistic protein models. It finds a relatively small
number of low-energy conformations, among which are native-
like conformations, for crambin (1CRN), avian pancreatic
polypeptide (1PPT), melittin (2MLT), and apamin. Thus, the
lowest-energy states of very simple energy functions may
predict the native structures of globular proteins.
February 1996. Protein Science.
n Global optimum protein threading with gapped
alignment and empirical pair score functions. Richard H
Lathrop and Temple F Smith. J. Mol. Biol. 255, 641–665.
This paper describes a branch-and-bound search algorithm for
finding the exact global optimum gapped sequence/structure
alignment (‘threading’) between a protein sequence and a
protein core or structural model, using an arbitrary amino acid
pair score function (e.g. contact potentials, knowledge-based
potentials, potentials of mean force). The search method
imposes minimal conditions on how structural environments
are defined or the form of the score function and allows
arbitrary sequence specific functions for scoring loops and
active site residues. The authors find the global optimum
protein sequence/structure alignment in NP-hard search spaces
as large as 9.6 × 1031, at rates ranging as high as 6.8 × 1028
equivalent threadings per second. Continuing the procedure
past the global optimum enumerates successive candidate
threadings in monotonically increasing score order. They give
efficient algorithms for search space size, uniform random
sampling, segment placement probabilities, mean, standard
deviation and partition function. The method should prove
useful for structure prediction, as well as for critical evaluation
of new pair score functions.
2 February 1996. Journal of Molecular Biology.
n PROMOTIF — a program to identify and analyze
structural motifs in proteins. E Gail Hutchinson and Janet
M Thornton. Protein Sci. 5, 212–220.
The authors describe a suite of programs, PROMOTIF, that
analyzes a protein coordinate file and provides details about
the structural motifs in the protein. The program currently
analyzes the following structural features: secondary structure:
b- and g-turns; helical geometry and interactions; b-strands
and b-sheet topology; b-bulges; b-hairpins; b-a-b units and c-
loops; disulphide bridges; and mainchain hydrogen bonding
patterns. PROMOTIF creates postscript files showing the
examples of each type of motif in the protein, and a summary
page. The program can also be used to compare motifs in a
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group of related structures, such as an ensemble of NMR
structures.
February 1996. Protein Science.
n Principles of helix–helix packing in proteins: the helical
lattice superposition model. Dirk Walther, Frank
Eisenhaber and Patrick Argos. J. Mol. Biol. 255, 536–553.
The geometry of helix–helix packing in globular proteins is
comprehensively analyzed within the model of the
superposition of two helix lattices which result from unrolling
the helix cylinders onto a plane containing points representing
each residue. The requirements for the helix geometry (the
radius R, the twist angle v and the rise per residue D) under
perfect match of the lattices are studied through a consistent
mathematical model that allows consideration of all possible
associations of all helix types (a-, p- and 310). For a typically
observed a-helix, the three optimal packing angles indicate a
great packing flexibility when alanine is involved in the
packing core. In contrast, the variety of possible theoretical
solutions is limited for the other two helix types. Besides the
perfect matches, novel suboptimal ‘knobs into holes’
hydrophobic packing patterns as a function of the helix radius
are described. Alternative ‘knobs onto knobs’ and mixed
models can be applied in cases where salt bridges, hydrogen
bonds, disulphide bonds and tight hydrophobic head-to-head
contacts are involved in helix–helix associations. An analysis of
the experimentally observed packings in proteins confirmed
the conclusions of the theoretical model. The application of
the helix lattice superposition model suggests that the packing
of amino acid residues is better described by a ‘knobs into
holes’ scheme than ‘ridges into grooves’. The various specific
packing modes made salient by the model should be useful in
protein engineering and design.
26 January 1996. Journal of Molecular Biology.
n Simulations of chaperone-assisted folding. CD Sfatos,
AM Gutin, VI Abkevich and EI Shakhnovich. Biochemistry
35, 334–339.
The authors investigated a chaperone mechanism of protein
folding using a 36-mer model on a cubic lattice. The
mechanism simulates folding, which proceeds with repetitive
cycles of binding, unfolding, and releasing of misfolded
metastable states. The authors measured the yield
enhancement due to this mechanism for sequences selected by
evolutionary design and showed that the binding and releasing
mechanism is efficient for the yield enhancement of folding for
sequences that are poorly designed. From this it follows that
the chaperone mechanism can be considered as the
evolutionary alternative to compensate for poor sequence
design. On the other hand, random sequences show a decrease
in yield and no effect on the total mean first passage time
when the proposed chaperone mechanism is implemented,
thus implying that sequence optimization is a necessary
condition for the efficiency of the proposed mechanism. The
authors qualitatively reproduced experimental results for
folding in the presence of GroEL/GroES, fit their results with
the aid of a double-exponential model of folding kinetics and
characterized the conditions under which this mechanism of
chaperone action affects folding.
9 January 1996. Biochemistry.
n Structure of the heat shock protein chaperonin-10 of
Mycobacterium leprae. Shekhar C Mande, Vijay Mehra,
Barry R Bloom and Wim GJ Hol. Science 271, 203–207. 
Members of the chaperonin-10 (cpn10) protein family, also
called heat shock protein 10 and in Escherichia coli GroES, play
an important role in ensuring the proper folding of many
proteins. The crystal structure of the Mycobacterium leprae
cpn10 (MI-cpn10) oligomer has been elucidated at a resolution
of 3.5 Å. The architecture of the Ml-cpn10 heptamer
resembles a dome with an oculus in its roof. The inner surface
of the dome is hydrophilic and highly charged. A flexible
region, known to interact with cpn60, extends from the lower
rim of the dome. With the structure of a cpn10 heptamer now
revealed and the structure of the E. coli GroEL previously
known, models of cpn10:cpn60 and GroEL:GroES complexes
are proposed.
12 January 1996. Science.
n The crystal structure of the GroES co-chaperonin at
2.8 Å resolution. John R Hunt, Arthur J Weaver, Samuel J
Landry, Lila Gierasch and Johann Deisenhofer. Nature 379,
37–45. 
The GroES heptamer forms a dome, ~ 75 Å in diameter and
30 Å high, with an 8 Å orifice in the centre of its roof. The
‘mobile loop’ segment, previously identified as a GroEL
binding determinant, is disordered in the crystal structure in
six subunits; the single well ordered copy extends from the
bottom outer rim of the GroES dome, suggesting that the
cavity within the dome is continuous with the polypeptide
binding chamber of GroEL in the chaperonin complex.
4 January 1996. Nature.
n Trigger factor is involved in GroEL-dependent protein
degradation in Escherichia coli and promotes binding
of GroEL to unfolded proteins. Olga Kandror, Michael
Sherman, Michael Rhode and Alfred L Goldberg. EMBO J.
14, 6021–6027. 
In E. coli, the molecular chaperones of hsp60/hsp10
(GroEL/GroES) families are required not only for protein
folding but also for the rapid degradation of certain abnormal
proteins. The rate-limiting step in the degradation of the
fusion protein CRAG by protease ClpP appears to be the
formation of a complex with GroEL. The authors have isolated
these complexes and find that each GroEL 14-mer contains a
short-lived fragment of CRAG plus a 50 kDa polypeptide
identified by sequencing and immunological methods as
trigger factor (TF). Upon ATP addition, GroEL and TF
disassociate together from CRAG but remain tightly associated
with each other even upon gel filtration. TF was originally
proposed to function in protein translocation across membranes
but altering cellular content of TF did not affect this process in
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vivo. By contrast, low levels of TF expression markedly
reduced CRAG degradation, whereas an overproduction of TF
greatly stimulated this process. Furthermore, in extracts of
cells expressing high levels of TF, the capacity of GroEL to
bind to CRAG is greatly increased. Overproduction of TF also
stimulated GroEL’s ability to bind to other unfolded proteins
(fetuin and histone). Thus, TF is a rate-limiting factor for
CRAG degradation; it appears to regulate GroEL function and
to promote the formation of TF/GroEL/CRAG complexes
which are critical for proteolysis.
1 December 1995. The EMBO Journal.
n Preferential binding of an unfolded protein to DsbA
Christian Frech, Martina Wunderlich, Rudi Glockshuber
and Franz X Schmid. EMBO J. 15, 392–398.
The oxidoreductase DsbA from the periplasm of E. coli
introduces disulfide bonds into proteins at an extremely high
rate. During oxidation, a mixed disulfide is formed between
DsbA and the folding protein chain, and this covalent
intermediate reacts very rapidly either to form the oxidized
protein or to revert back to oxidized DsbA. To investigate its
properties, a stable form of the intermediate was produced by
reacting the C33→A variant of DsbA with a variant of RNase
T1. In this stable mixed disulfide the conformational stability
of the substrate protein is decreased by 5 kJ mol–1, whereas the
conformational stability of DsbA is increased by 5 kJ mol–1.
This reciprocal effect suggests strongly that DsbA interacts
with the unfolded substrate protein not only by the covalent
disulfide bond, but also by preferential non-covalent
interactions. The existence of a polypeptide binding site
explains why DsbA oxidizes protein substrates much more
rapidly than small thiol compounds. Such a very fast reaction is
probably important for protein folding in the periplasm,
because the accessibility of the thiol groups for DsbA can
decrease rapidly when newly exported polypeptide chains
begin to fold.
15 January 1996. The EMBO Journal.
n Solution structures of GroEL and its complex with
rhodanese from small-angle neutron scattering. P
Thiyagarajan, SJ Henderson and A Joachimiak. Structure 4,
79–88. 
Molecular chaperonins 60 are cylindrical oligomeric complexes
which bind to unfolded proteins and assist in their folding.
Some studies suggest that the substrate-binding site is buried
within the interior of the complex whereas others indicate an
external (polar) location. Small-angle neutron scattering
(SANS) measurements were made on GroEL chaperonin and
on a complex of GroEL with rhodanese. The overall structure
of GroEL in solution is similar to the crystal structure. In
GroEL the N-terminal and the C-terminal residues are
organized compactly near the equator of the cylinder and the
apical domains are flared by about 5°. The best fit of SANS
data suggests the existence of an equilibrium between the
complex and single rings and monomers. SANS data for the
GroEL–rhodanese complex are consistent with a model
wherein one rhodanese molecule binds across the opening to
the chaperonin cavity, rather than within it.
15 January 1996. Structure.
n A zinc finger-like domain of the molecular chaperone
DnaJ is involved in binding to denatured protein
substrates. Alexander Szabo, Richard Korszun, F Ulrich
Hartl and John Flanagan. EMBO J. 15, 408–417. 
The E. coli heat-shock protein DnaJ cooperates with the
Hsp70 homolog DnaK in protein folding in vitro and in vivo.
Little is known about the structural features of DnaJ that
mediate its interaction with DnaK and unfolded polypeptide.
DnaJ contains at least four blocks of sequence representing
potential functional domains which have been conserved
throughout evolution. In order to understand the role of each
of these regions, they have analyzed DnaJ fragments in
reactions corresponding to known functions of the intact
protein. Both the N-terminal 70 amino acid ‘J-domain’ and a 35
amino acid glycine-phenylalanine region following it are
required for interactions with DnaK. However, only complete
DnaJ can cooperate with DnaK and a third protein, GrpE, in
refolding denatured firefly luciferase. As demonstrated by
atomic absorption and extended X-ray absorption fine
structure spectroscopy (EXAFS), the 90 amino acid cysteine-
rich region of DnaJ contains two Zn atoms tetrahedrally
coordinated to four cysteine residues, resembling their
arrangement in the C4 Zn binding domains of certain DNA
binding proteins. Interestingly, binding experiments and cross-
linking studies indicate that this Zn finger-like domain is
required for the DnaJ molecular chaperone to specifically
recognize and bind to proteins in their denatured state.
15 January 1996. The EMBO Journal.
n Assembly of a ribonucleoprotein catalyst by tertiary
structure capture. Kevin M Weeks and Thomas R Cech.
Science 271, 345–348.
This simple one-RNA, one-protein system has revealed how
the kinetic pathway of RNA folding can direct the assembly of
a specific ribonucleoprotein complex.
19 January 1996. Science.
n Determination of nucleotide distances in RNA by
means of copper phenanthroline-generated hydroxyl
radical cleavage pattern. Thomas Hermann and Hermann
Heumann. RNA 1, 1009–1017.
The authors propose that OP-Cu is a suitable probe for
obtaining data on the distances between nucleotides in RNA,
which can be used in modelling the structure of the examined
RNA.
December 1995. RNA.
n Kissing-loop model of HIV-1 genome dimerization: HIV-
1 RNAs can assume alternative dimeric forms, and all
sequences upstream or downstream of hairpin
248–271 are dispensable for dimer formation. Michael
Laughrea and Louis Jetté. Biochemistry 35, 1589–1598.
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The kissing-loop model of HIV-1 genome dimerization posits
that the 248–270 region of the HIV-1 genome, by forming a
hairpin and initiating dimerization through a loop–loop
interaction, is the full or at least the core dimerization domain
of HIV-1 RNA. Here, they show by nested deletion analysis
that the 3′ boundary of the HIV-1 dimerization domain is
immediately downstream of hairpin 248–270 and that the
isolated region 248–271 dimerizes at least as readily as longer
RNAs.
6 February 1996. Biochemistry.
n Design biological activity and NMR-solution structure of
a DNA analogue of yeast tRNAPhe anticodon domain.
MM Basti, JW Stuart, AT Lam, R Guenther and PF Agris.
Nature Struct. Biol. 3, 38–44.
Design of biologically active DNA analogues of the yeast
tRNAPhe anticodon domain. Modified tDNAPheAC inhibited
translation by 50% at a tDNAPheAC:ribosome ratio of 8:1.The
tDNAPheAC structure may provide a guide for the design of
translation inhibitors as potential therapeutic agents.
1 January 1996. Nature Structural Biology.
n Optimal self-cleavage activity of the hepatitis delta
virus RNA is dependent on a homopurine base pair in
the ribozyme core. Michael D Been and Anne T Perrotta.
RNA 1, 1061–1070.
A non-Watson–Crick G⋅G interaction within the core region of
the hepatitis delta virus (HDV) antigenomic ribozyme is
required for optimal rates of self-cleavage activity. With the
postulated symmetric pairing scheme, large distortions in the
nucleotide conformation, the sugar–phosphate backbone, or
both would be necessary to accommodate this interaction at
the end of a helix; the authors hypothesize that this distortion
is critical to the structure of the active site of the ribozyme and
it is stabilized by the homopurine base pair.
December 1995. RNA.
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